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PATTERNS OF COMMUNICATION, COGNITION AND ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR IN 

CHILDREN WITH DEVELOPMENTAL DELAYS 
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Under the Direction of MaryAnn Romski, PhD 

 

ABSTRACT 

Young children with developmental disabilities (DD) can demonstrate a wide range of 

difficulties in different domains including cognition, language and adaptive behaviors. 

Accurately assessing these difficulties and characterizing patterns of strengths and weaknesses is 

important for informing intervention strategies (Ben-Sasson & Gill, 2014; Plesa Skwerer, Jordan, 

Brukilacchio & Tager-Flusberg, 2016). The current study examines how toddlers with a 

significant developmental delay and less than 10 spoken words perform across different 

developmental domains, (i.e., cognitive, language and adaptive functioning) and across 

assessment methods, (i.e., parent report and clinician-administered). Results indicated that 

parent-reported and clinician-administered measures of cognition, language and adaptive 

functioning are highly related, as are young children’s performances across these domains. 

Findings also revealed that children with similarly limited spoken language can exhibit a variety 

of strengths and weaknesses in other domains. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  

1.1 Assessing children with developmental delays  

Young children with developmental delays (DD) demonstrate a wide range of difficulties 

across different domains of functioning. Skill deficits persist throughout later development, and 

these children often experience impairments across multiple developmental domains including 

cognition, motor skills, adaptive behaviors and communication (Shevell, Majnemer, Platt, 

Webster, & Birnbaum, 2005). The characterization and accurate assessment of these deficits is 

important for informing intervention strategies (Ben-Sasson & Gill, 2014; Plesa Skwerer et al., 

2016); it is well documented that early intervention has positive effects for developmental 

outcomes in children with developmental delays (American Speech-Hearing-Language 

Association [ASHA], 2008; (Buschmann, Multhauf, Hasselhorn, & Pietz, 2015; Ciccone, 

Hennessey, & Stokes, 2012). Psychologists and other health professionals rely on a variety of 

assessment methods to measure the abilities of children with DD, and the growth of these 

abilities over time, including direct observation, parent interview and questionnaires. The current 

study will examine how toddlers with a significant developmental delay and less than 10 spoken 

words perform across several developmental domains on a series of assessment measures that 

include direct testing and parent report.  

1.1.1 Challenges of assessing toddlers with developmental delays  

A number of measures have been developed to assess young children’s development in 

cognition, adaptive behavior, and language and communication. Many of these measures also are 

utilized to assess children with developmental delays. However, obtaining reliable and valid 

assessments of abilities in young children with developmental delays remains a complex task for 

clinicians and researchers. A myriad of challenges arise when professionals across fields employ 
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standardized measures to assess the developmental status of young children with developmental 

disabilities, such as questionable technical adequacy and the inextricable impact of deficits in 

one domain, such as motor skills, on the ability to perform on measures of other domains, such 

as nonverbal cognition (Bradley-Johnson, 2001; DeVeney, Hoffman, & Cress, 2012). Also, the 

interpretation and integration of research findings across studies can be impacted by differences 

in how children are assessed; including which assessments and which versions of assessments 

are used. Some of the developmental abilities of interest in this study, such as language and 

adaptive functioning, are measured differently across tests (Magiati & Howlin, 2001), and 

developmental assessments continuously undergo revisions and updates that limit the 

comparisons that can be made between different versions of the same assessment used across 

studies.  

Another challenge of assessing young children with developmental disabilities is that their 

performance on assessment measures is often hindered by problem behaviors that are common 

among this population (Baker, Blacher, Crnic, & Edelbrock, 2002; Hauser-Cram & Woodman, 

2016). High rates of challenging behaviors, including aggression, tantrums, hyperactivity, 

defiance and reduced engagement in play behaviors have been documented in toddlers with 

general developmental delays due to genetic syndromes (e.g., down syndrome) and unknown 

etiologies (Keller & Fox, 2009; Krakow & Kopp, 1983). Assessment performance is also 

impacted by other factors associated with testing such as difficulties gaining and maintaining 

attention throughout testing, environmental distractions such as discomfort associated with the 

unfamiliarity of the testing setting and/or frustration, anxiety and difficulty comprehending test 

instructions (Tager-Flusberg, 2000). For example, Akshoomoff (2006) investigated performance 

on the Mullen Scales of Early Learning (Mullen; Mullen, 1995) in a sample of toddlers, ages 16 
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to 43 months who met criteria for autism spectrum disorder (ASD) according to autism specific 

parent interview and direct testing (i.e., the Autism Diagnostic Interview and the Autism 

Diagnostic Interview Schedule), and who did not have any other comorbid medical conditions, 

preterm birth, hearing, motor or visual impairments. The children in this sample demonstrated 

significantly lower scores across all Mullen developmental domains (Receptive Language, 

Expressive Language, Fine Motor and Visual Reception) than typically developing toddlers, and 

76% of the ASD sample performed at the lowest ability level on one or more Mullen domains, 

represented by a T-score of 20 or <20. Akshoomoff (2006) found that Mullen performance in 

this sample of children with ASD was negatively correlated with being off-task during testing 

and positively correlated with level of engagement during testing.  

Much of the current literature on assessment and profiles of developmental abilities in 

toddlers with developmental disabilities focuses on children with ASD (Akshoomoff, 2006; 

Bruckner, Yoder, Stone, & Saylor, 2007; Magiati & Howlin, 2001; Nordahl-Hansen, Kaale, & 

Ulvund, 2014; Plesa Skwerer et al., 2016). Often times research that does include children with 

other developmental delays focuses primarily on group differences between those children and 

children with ASD (Fodstad, Matson, Hess, & Neal, 2009; Provost, Lopez, & Heimerl, 2007). 

While young children with ASD share common deficits in communication and language abilities 

with children who have general developmental delays, their ability profiles differ (Čeponienė et 

al., 2003; Fodstad et al., 2009; Swineford, Guthrie, & Thurm, 2015; Weismer, Lord, & Esler, 

2010; Wilkins & Matson, 2009). Interestingly, Seol et al. (2014) compared performance on a 

Korean language scale, the Sequenced Language Scale for Infants (SELSI), between a group of 

children with ASD and a group of children with developmental language delay (DLD) and found 

that differences in language profiles between children with ASD and those with DLD were even 
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more distinct at younger ages, i.e., from 20-29 months than from 40-49 months. Overall, these 

findings underscore the importance of broadening the current literature on developmental 

assessment performance in young children to include those with general developmental delays.  

1.1.2 Challenges related to assessing very young children  

The appropriateness of cognitive assessment in young children has been a controversial 

topic amongst researchers and clinicians because of difficulties defining and operationalizing the 

construct of intelligence in very young children, which also contributes to difficulty establishing 

the predictive validity of assessment performance in this population (Bradley-Johnson, 2001). 

These challenges and assessment inadequacies are especially amplified in children under the age 

of three. Bradley-Johnson (2001) conducted a review of the technical adequacy of six 

developmental assessments and presented findings on their reliability, validity, item gradients, 

floors and ceilings, and standardization procedures. She found that common problems across 

tests included inadequate floors, which inhibited their ability to diagnose intellectual disability, 

outdated normative samples and a lack of normative data reported by age level. The ability of a 

single developmental assessment such as the Bayley Scales of Infant Development, 2nd edition 

(BSID-II; Bayley, 1993) and/or the Battelle Developmental Inventory (BDI; Newborg, Stock, 

Wnek, Guidubaldi, & Svinicki, 1987) to validly identify developmental delay is also reduced in 

young children under the age of three (Gerken, Eliason, & Arthur, 1994). However, 

developmental assessment can make meaningful contributions to intervention planning and 

service eligibility when these issues are taken into consideration and a multiple-measure 

assessment approach with routine follow-ups is utilized (Bradley-Johnson, 2001).  

Another important consideration of assessment in young children with developmental 

disabilities is the use of raw scores, standard scores and/or age equivalent (AE) scores to measure 
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ability level. These scores are derived differently and are not interchangeable (Sattler & Hoge, 

2006; Sullivan, Winter, Sass, & Svenkerud, 2014). Standard scores provide the most 

psychometrically robust information, they are comparable across different assessment measures 

and they provide information about an individual’s range of performance compared to a 

normative sample of peers (Sullivan et al., 2014). However, because standard scores are derived 

from comparison to typical performance, they may mask small or atypical changes in 

performance over time. Thus, for children who demonstrate atypical development, such as those 

with developmental disabilities, raw scores are often a more sensitive measure of change over 

time in individual performance. One of the most problematic characteristics of raw scores is that 

they are not comparable across measures (Sullivan et al., 2014). Some researchers also utilize 

age equivalent scores to describe the performance of children with developmental disabilities 

across developmental domains within a test (Weismer et al., 2010), and across different tests 

(Milne & McDonald, 2015). Carter et al. (1998) investigated profiles of performance across 

Vineland ABS domains in a sample of individuals with ASD, ages 2 to 59 years, with varying 

spoken language ability and found that the use of age equivalents produced the expected pattern 

of reduced socialization and communication skills compared to daily living skills, but the use of 

standard scores produced an unexpected pattern of performance according to previous research. 

Carter et al. posited that this discrepancy was at least in part caused by “range restriction due to 

basal effects” (p.299) when standard scores were employed in the profile analyses. They 

suggested that age equivalents might be a more useful measure of adaptive behavior performance 

profiles in groups of lower functioning individuals with limited spoken language. Milne and 

McDonald (2015) found that Vineland-II age equivalent scores in a sample of children, ages 23 

months to 5 years with developmental disabilities produced a more accurate picture of 
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developmental strengths and weaknesses, and demonstrated greater convergent validity with 

other measures of developmental level and adaptive functioning than did standard scores. They 

concluded that standard scores are better suited for identifying significant adaptive functioning 

impairment, while age equivalents might be better suited to identify areas and degree of needed 

support. However, on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test–Third Edition (PPVT-III; Dunn & 

Dunn, 1997) Sullivan, Winter, Sass and Svenkerud (2014) found that age equivalents from a 

sample of young children ages 3 to 5 years old demonstrated a significant floor effect and lacked 

the same precision as raw scores and standard scores, i.e., children with different raw scores and 

standard scores had the same age equivalent scores. This issue is particularly relevant for very 

young children and children with developmental disabilities who perform at the lower range of 

ability and are thus more vulnerable to floor effects (Sullivan et al., 2014). Alternatively, 

Akshoomoff (2006) utilized age equivalent scores instead of T-scores on the Mullen Scales of 

Early Learning to investigate relationships between developmental assessment performance and 

testing behaviors in a sample of toddlers with ASD. Akshoomoff chose to use age equivalents 

because a large number of participants with ASD received T-scores on MSEL subdomains of 20 

or below, which is the lowest possible T-score. Therefore, in this case, age equivalents were able 

to represent a broader range of performance that more accurately captured the group of toddlers 

with ASD who were performing at the test floor. Taken together, these findings suggest that it is 

important to consider the psychometric properties of individual tests when making decisions 

about which scores will most accurately measure performance, especially in young children with 

developmental disabilities. Further, determining which score type to use or report depends 

largely on the research or referral questions that are being answered. For example, the 

assessment of developmental strengths and weaknesses of a young child with a developmental 
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disability across measures and/or assessment domains may be best characterized by raw scores 

or age equivalents, whereas diagnostic decisions might best be addressed with standard scores 

that provide normative comparisons (Sullivan et al., 2014; Weismer et al., 2010).   

1.1.3 Assessing toddlers with expressive language impairment  

Developmental assessment of toddlers who have limited expressive language ability is 

especially challenging because many standardized tests require children to use spoken language 

to communicate test responses, which disadvantages young children who do not yet have spoken 

words (Brady, Marquis, Fleming, & McLean, 2004). Cirrin and Rowland (1985) found that 

individuals with severe intellectual disabilities, ages 10 to 18 years, utilized several preverbal 

communicative strategies such as signing, pointing to request an object, and physical contact or 

extending an object to request an action from a caregiver. They also found a large amount of 

individual difference across participants in the use and rate of preverbal communication. Thus, 

they suggested that a focus on traditional “[spoken] language behaviors” (p.60) may be 

excluding important preverbal communicative acts that can be utilized for Individualized 

Education Plan (IEP) development and treatment planning. Additionally, their findings suggest 

that grouping together all individuals who do not speak neglects important individual differences 

that are present even in lower functioning populations. Floor effects that occur on many 

standardized developmental assessments also can contribute to this misconception by creating an 

inaccurate picture of little to no differentiation between the functioning and abilities of 

individuals who do not have spoken language.  

1.2 Assessment performance profiles in children with developmental delays 

One way to evaluate the technical adequacy of standardized assessments in toddlers with 

developmental delays is to investigate patterns of performance both within and between testing 
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measures. It is important to describe how this group of children performs on different domains 

(receptive language, fine motor skills, visual reception, etc.) within a measure to identify trends 

in individual and group performances across developmental areas. In addition to these patterns, it 

is important to compare domain scores across multiple measures, which can provide insight into 

measurement validity.   

1.2.1 Performance across assessment domains  

Previous research indicates that young children with developmental disabilities, ranging 

from 10 months to 6 years of age, demonstrate unique profiles of strengths and weaknesses 

across different domains of functioning (Caselli et al., 1998; Fidler, Philofsky, & Hepburn, 2007; 

Luyster, Seery, Talbott, & Helen, 2011; Singer Harris, Bellugi, Bates, Jones, & Rossen, 1997; 

Weismer et al., 2010). These profiles frequently contain incongruent performance across 

domains during the first few years of life. For example, Ben-Sasson and Gill (2014) found that in 

a community sample of toddlers with a mean age of 12 months (24% of the sample was 

diagnosed with ASD), increases in scores on one subdomain of the Mullen over time 

(approximately 17 months later) was frequently accompanied by decreases on scores in another 

domain. For instance, 61.1% of children who demonstrated a decrease over time on the Gross 

Motor domain exhibited an increase on at least one of the two language domains (Expressive and 

Receptive Language). Moreover, scores on the Mullen Early Learning Composite (Mullen ELC), 

which is used as a measure of overall developmental level that incorporates performance from all 

subdomains, did not show decreases over time in the group of children who demonstrated 

decreases over time in individual Mullen subdomain scores. These findings underscore the 

importance of examining subdomain performance when evaluating infants and toddlers. Overall 

developmental scores, such as the Mullen ELC, may dilute important information about strengths 
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and weaknesses across different developmental domains that can play a role in support and 

intervention planning. For example, a child with impaired social communication skills who 

demonstrates developmentally appropriate motor skills might benefit from increased 

participation in playground activities with peers or bike riding with family members to improve 

social communication opportunities, while another child with similarly impaired social and 

cognitive abilities in addition to motor deficits might be unsafe during these same activities due 

to under-developed motor strength and coordination (Milne & McDonald, 2015).  

1.2.2 Performance across measures  

While it is well documented that profiles of strengths and weaknesses exist among 

children with developmental delays, it is still unclear whether they always reflect true differences 

in ability or are influenced by measurement issues. When young children with developmental 

disabilities are assessed with multiple measures, there are often discrepancies in their 

performances on the same domain across different tests (Magiati & Howlin, 2001; Scattone, 

Raggio, & May, 2011). For example, Plesa Skwerer et al. (2016) systematically compared 

multiple measures of receptive language ability in a sample of “minimally verbal” children and 

adolescents, 5 to 21 years old, with ASD. They found that receptive language performance 

varied significantly across assessment methods. These findings underscore the importance of 

evaluating multiple measures simultaneously when investigating developmental profiles of 

toddlers with developmental delays; one measure alone may not accurately reflect an 

individual’s true abilities.  

1.2.3 Parent report compared to direct assessment measures  

Two of the most commonly utilized types of developmental assessment measures are direct 

assessments administered by trained clinicians and caregiver report measures. Direct assessment 
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and parent and/or teacher report can both be valid tools for evaluating language, cognition and 

adaptive behavior in children. Each measurement type has unique strengths and weaknesses. 

Direct assessment provides a structured setting where trained professionals explicitly elicit skills 

and behaviors. Performance measured via direct testing benefits from standardization of how 

information is collected across individuals, and from interpretation by trained professionals. 

However, it can be impacted by a variety of factors including levels of child attention and 

engagement during testing, severity of cognitive impairment, and other factors related to the 

testing environment (Plesa Skwerer et al., 2016). Additionally, children with developmental 

disabilities, like ASD, may demonstrate different abilities within different contexts, which can 

contribute to discrepancies between the results of direct assessment and parent report of abilities 

(Nordahl-Hansen et al., 2014). Parent report measures can take into account typical performance 

across contexts and during daily life routines. However, they can be biased by inaccurate parent 

reporting, particularly a tendency to over-report comprehension ability in young children 

(Charman, 2004; Scattone et al., 2011). Relying solely on one type of assessment strategy can 

result in a child’s abilities being over- or underestimated and inappropriate assignment to or 

rejection from intervention services (Scattone et al., 2011). Thus, it is recommended that a 

combination of multiple measures be used when assessing young children with developmental 

disabilities (Akshoomoff, 2006; Nordahl-Hansen et al., 2014). 

Currently, research findings are mixed regarding the agreement between direct assessment 

and parent report in young children with developmental disabilities. Several studies have 

replicated strong correlations between some parent report and direct assessment indices of 

language and adaptive skills in toddlers, ages 12 to 42 months with developmental disabilities 

using the MacArthur Bates Communicative and Developmental Inventory (MCDI; Fenson, 
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2007) (Björn, Kakkuri, & Leppänen, 2014; Dale, 1991), the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales, 

2nd Edition (VABS-II; Sparrow, Cicchetti, & Balla, 2005) (Scattone et al., 2011) and the Mullen 

and the Sequenced Inventory of Communication Development (SICD; Hendrick, Prather, & 

Tobin, 1984) (Weismer et al., 2010). Interestingly, while the majority of these studies have 

produced significant correlations between portions of parent report and direct assessment, the 

results are often inconsistent across test subdomains. For example, Björn et al. (2014) found that, 

in a sample of young children ages 12 to 18 months, there was a significant relationship between 

the number of words produced reported on the MCDI and expressive language scores on the 

Bayley Scales of Infant Development, 3rd edition (BSID-III; Bayley & Reuner, 2006), and 

between the number of words understood reported on the MCDI and receptive language scores 

on the Bayley-III. However, Bayley receptive language scores were not significantly correlated 

with other receptive language variables from the MCDI, i.e., first signs of understanding 

instructions and questions, first signs of receptive language, and first communicative gestures. 

Other studies also have found discrepancies between parent report and direct assessment 

agreement for expressive versus receptive language ability. Charman (2004) reported that test 

performance from a small subgroup of children, ages 18 months to 7 years with ASD who 

participated in a larger study (see Charman, Drew, Baird, & Baird, 2003), demonstrated a strong 

agreement between parent report on the MCDI and direct assessment of language production, N 

= 15, r = .66, p <.01, but a small non-significant correlation between parent report and direct 

assessment of language comprehension, N = 18, r = .09. Furthermore, Lyytinen, Laakso, 

Poikkeus, and Rita (1999) found that parent reports of toddler’s vocabulary production at 14 

months of age on the MCDI revealed greater predictive correlations with direct assessment of 

language and cognitive skills at 24 months than parent report of vocabulary comprehension at 14 
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months. Taken together, these findings reveal that the agreement between parent report and 

direct testing may not be consistent across different domains, and therefore it is important to 

assess multiple developmental domains when evaluating the agreement between parent report 

and direct assessment.  

1.2.4 General Measures of Developmental Skills  

Although evaluating the abilities of infants and toddlers with developmental disabilities is 

complex and often accompanied by many challenges, there are a number of measures that have 

been utilized to assess development abilities in this population.  

1.2.4.1 The Mullen Scales of Early Learning  

The Mullen Scales of Early Learning (Mullen) is a clinician-administered developmental 

assessment for children from birth to 68 months that measures performance in five independent 

domains: Gross Motor that assesses mobility and motor control, Visual Reception that assesses 

visual processing and memory, Fine Motor that assesses visual-motor ability, Receptive 

Language that assesses auditory comprehension and memory and Expressive Language that 

assesses speaking and language formation (Mullen, 1995).  

The Mullen has demonstrated strong validity as a tool for assessing developmental strengths 

and weakness and overall developmental level in children with developmental disabilities 

(Swineford et al., 2015). Some research has noted that specific profiles of performance arise 

across Mullen domains in children, ages 16 to 43 months with ASD, i.e. relatively strong fine 

motor ability accompanied by relatively weak receptive language ability (Akshoomoff, 2006). 

Another study of children with autism spectrum disorder (mean age = 38 months), cerebral palsy 

(mean age = 39 months) and epilepsy (mean age = 28 months) revealed that while the Mullen 

was able to detect general developmental delays across this range of developmental disorders, it 
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did not produce differential profiles of performance across diagnostic groups (Burns, King, & 

Spencer, 2013). However, research to date has not thoroughly examined multi-dimensional 

performance profiles in children with general developmental delays. This is surprising 

considering that children with developmental delays display deficits across a range of abilities, 

coupled with strong evidence that abilities in one domain of development, such as motor skills, 

influence abilities in other domains such as communication (Iverson, 2010). These findings 

underscore the importance of examining children’s abilities across all developmental domains 

(Bradley-Johnson & Johnson, 2007).  

1.2.4.2 The Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales 

The Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales is one of the most commonly used measures of 

parent-reported adaptive behavior for individuals from birth through 90 years. According to the 

American Association of Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities (AAIDD, 2010) adaptive 

behavior can be defined as the conceptual, practical and social skills that are learned and 

executed by individuals on a daily basis. Examples of adaptive behaviors include language and 

communication skills, interpersonal skills, self-esteem, social problem-solving abilities, rule 

following and personal care skills. The Vineland ABS/II produces standard scores on five 

domains: Communication, Socialization, Daily Living Skills and Motor Skills. According to the 

Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA, 2004) an adaptive behavior measure is a 

necessary and integral part of assessment and diagnosis of DSM-5 defined intellectual disability 

(ID), and is also highly recommended when assessing for general developmental delay. In 

addition to its role in identifying adaptive behavior deficits associated with ID, the Vineland 

ABS/II is also used for treatment planning for individuals with intellectual and developmental 
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disabilities and it has been extensively used in research with populations of typically developing 

and delayed children (Gleason & Coster, 2012).  

Previous literature has documented that children with ASD demonstrate variability in 

subdomain performance on the Vineland ABS, e.g., differences in receptive and expressive 

language, and in personal, domestic, and community daily living skills (Burack & Volkmar, 

1992). Carpentieri and Morgan (1996) found that in a sample of children with ASD (average age 

= 8 years) and children with intellectual disability (average age = 9 years), children with ASD 

demonstrated a pattern of poorer Socialization and Communication skills than Daily Living 

Skills as measured by the Vineland ABS. Further, Fenton et al. (2003) examined scores on the 

Vineland ABS in a sample of children ages 21 to 108 months with ASD and moderate to severe 

developmental disabilities. Fenton et al. (2003) found that as the level of disability increased 

(measured by the gap between chronological age and developmental age), the typical pattern of 

performance previously documented in the literature for children with ASD was not found. 

Fenton et al.’s finding is supported by Liss et al. (2001) who found that different adaptive 

behavior profiles were present in children with an average age of 60 months and “low-

functioning autism,” which was defined by a DSM-III diagnosis of autistic disorder and a 

nonverbal IQ score < 80, compared to children with an average age of 58 months and “high-

functioning autism,” defined by a DSM-III diagnosis of autistic disorder and a nonverbal IQ ≥ 

80.  

Some research also has revealed discrepancies between Vineland-II subdomain scores and 

corresponding domain scores from other cognitive assessments such as the Bayley Scales of 

Infant Development (Scattone et al., 2011), and other adaptive behavior measures, such as the 

Adaptive Behavior Assessment System (ABAS-II; Harrison & Oakland, 2003) (Milne & 
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McDonald, 2015) in samples of children with developmental delays. However, the factors that 

influenced these differences, such as item level content differences or differences in 

psychometric properties remain under debate and further research is needed to better understand 

why performance on similar constructs varies across assessments in children with developmental 

disabilities.  

1.2.5 Domain-Specific Measures 

In addition to general cognitive and adaptive functioning deficits, children with 

developmental disabilities often experience severe deficits in language and communication 

(Waterhouse & Fein, 1982). Research suggests that children who demonstrate spoken language 

delays early in life are at an increased risk of experiencing challenges throughout development, 

and that limited spoken language capabilities severely inhibit children’s ability to interact with 

the world around them (Dale et al., 2003; Romski et al., 2002). Accordingly, language and 

communication are especially important domains to assess in this population. Several measures 

have been designed and utilized specifically to assess the domains of language and 

communication in young children.  

1.2.5.1 The MacArthur-Bates Communicative and Developmental Inventory 

The MacArthur-Bates Communicative and Developmental Inventory (MCDI) is the most 

commonly used caregiver report of communication skills in typically developing infants and 

toddlers 8-30 months of age, and it has also demonstrated reliability in populations with 

developmental disabilities (Plesa Skwerer et al., 2016). The MCDI measures early gesture use, 

vocabulary comprehension and vocabulary production and has been used pervasively in research 

and clinical contexts to measure early language abilities in very young children and toddlers with 

developmental disabilities (Bruckner et al., 2007; Dale, 1991; Miller, Sedey, & Miolo, 1995; 
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O’Toole & Fletcher, 2010). Importantly, the MCDI measures both vocabulary production and 

comprehension. Prior research indicates that in children under 2 years of age, a combination of 

ability in vocabulary production and comprehension is a stronger predictor of future language 

skills than vocabulary production alone (Fenson, 2007).   

1.2.5.2 The Sequenced Inventory of Communication Development 

The SICD is an examiner-administered assessment of language for children 4 to 48 months 

of age. This assessment is used to evaluate receptive and expressive language ability in children 

who demonstrate typical and delayed development. A unique and important characteristic of the 

SICD is that it includes a combination of items that are directly administered by a clinician and 

parent report items. This design can generate a more accurate picture of a child’s performance, 

particularly in children that are more “difficult-to-test,” such as children with autism or other 

developmental disorders (Hedrick, Prather, & Tobin, 2002). Additionally, the SICD utilizes 

visual and verbal stimuli that require responses in a variety of modalities including verbal, motor 

and visual; this design reduces penalization of children with extreme deficits in one modality. 

The SICD also includes items that are designed to assess typically developing children as young 

as 4 months, which permits most children, even those with very little ability, to achieve success 

early on during testing. As a result of these qualities, the SICD has been frequently utilized in 

research to measure language ability in young children and toddlers ages 12 months to 6 years 

with a range of developmental disabilities including general developmental delay and autism 

spectrum disorder (Brady, Marquis, Fleming, & McLean, 2004; Burchinal, Roberts, Hooper, & 

Zeisel, 2000; Calandrella & Wilcox, 2000; Lord & Pickles, 1996).  

Some research has examined performance profiles on the SICD in populations with 

developmental disabilities. For example, Weismer et al. (2010) administered the SICD to a large 
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sample of toddlers, ages 24 to 36 months with ASD, PDD-NOS and developmental delay (DD). 

Weismer et al. (2010) found that the group of children with DD (N=69) and PDD-NOS (N=78) 

demonstrated receptive language age equivalent scores that were higher than their expressive 

language age equivalent scores. In support of this finding, Calandrella and Wilcox (2000) found 

that the mean SICD receptive age equivalent in a sample of toddlers, ages 17 to 38 months with 

global developmental delays was slightly higher than the mean expressive age equivalent, 

however this was not assessed statistically. More research is needed to elucidate the language 

performance patterns of infants and toddlers with developmental delays across multiple parent 

informant and direct observation measures.  

1.3 Research Questions and Hypotheses  

The current study will examine performance within and across a series of direct 

observation and parent report developmental assessment measures that cover a range of abilities 

including expressive and receptive language, adaptive behavior, fine and gross motor skills, and 

visual reception in a sample of toddlers with a general developmental delay and less than 10 

spoken words. We asked two broad questions pertaining to performance on developmental 

assessment measures in our sample of toddlers:  

1. What are individual patterns of cognitive, adaptive and communication performance 

within a sample of toddlers with a significant developmental delay and less than 10 spoken 

words?  

A. Are outliers present across assessment domains in the current sample? This exploratory 

analysis will contribute to the characterization of individual participants’ assessment 

performances by identifying significant individual differences in performance relative to 

the average performance of other participants. We hypothesize that, in line with 
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expectations according to a normal distribution, most participants will perform within the 

normal range with only a small number (approximately 5%) being outliers.  

B. What are individual children’s relative strengths and weaknesses across assessment 

domains, i.e. visual reception, fine and gross motor, receptive language, expressive 

language, daily living skills and socialization? We hypothesize that participants will 

demonstrate some relative strengths and weaknesses across developmental domains. This 

hypothesis is based on research indicating different patterns of performance between 

developmental domains in young children with developmental disabilities (Caselli et al., 

1998; Fidler et al., 2007; Luyster et al., 2011; Singer Harris et al., 1997; Weismer et al., 

2010).  

2. What are group patterns of performance across assessment domains and measurement 

types?  

A. How does average group performance compare across measures of cognitive, language 

and adaptive functioning in this sample of toddlers? For example, are Receptive and 

Expressive Language scores on the MSEL, the Vineland ABS/II, the SICD and the 

MCDI significantly related? We hypothesize that many domains will be significantly and 

moderately correlated, but that correlations may not be consistent across all measures and 

domains. We hypothesize this because of inconsistencies in previous research with 

toddlers with developmental disabilities that demonstrates some agreement across 

measures (Dale, 1991; Weismer et al., 2010), and some differences in domain 

performance across measures (Magiati & Howlin, 2001; Scattone et al., 2011). 

B. How does performance compare across types of measures? Specifically, how does 

performance on certain domains from parent report measures compare to performance on 
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direct assessment measures? We hypothesize that there will be agreement between parent 

report and direct observation assessment, but the agreement will be greater for measures 

of expressive language and motor skills than for measures of receptive language. This 

hypothesis is based on research indicating strong agreement between parent report and 

direct observation measures in young children with developmental disabilities (Björn et 

al., 2014; Dale, 1991; Scattone et al., 2011; Weismer et al., 2010), that appears to be 

moderated by development domain (Charman, 2004; Lyytinen et al., 1999).   
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2 METHODS 

2.1 Participants  

The current study included a sample of 129 children, mean chronological age = 29.77 

months, SD = 5.04 months, range from 21 to 48 months, with a general developmental delay and 

severe spoken language impairment, operationally defined as an Expressive Language age 

equivalent score on the Mullen of less than 12 months and observed functional use of no more 

than 10 spoken words. Children also demonstrated gross motor skills that permitted the 

manipulation of a speech-generating device (SGD), and at least some beginning intentional 

communication ability, i.e. primitive vocalizations and gestures that refer to or request 

objects/events in their environments. All children’s primary language was English. Medical 

diagnoses included seizures, genetic conditions and cerebral palsy. Children with primary 

etiologies of autism, hearing impairment/deafness or a speech and language delay without 

general developmental delay were excluded from the study. All children were assessed as part of 

their inclusion in one of two sequential longitudinal studies investigating the effectiveness of 

parent-implemented early language interventions (Romski et al., 2010; Romski et al., manuscript 

in preparation). This assessment took place prior to their enrollment in any intervention group. 

Participants for both studies were recruited within the metropolitan Atlanta area. Participants 

were recruited from various local professionals that had experience working with children with 

severe disabilities, including developmental pediatricians, pediatric neurologists, clinical 

psychologists and speech-language pathologists. The current sample consisted of 40 children of 

African American background (31%), 74 children of Caucasian background (57%), 10 children 

of Asian background (8%) and 5 children with a Multi-racial background (4%). Four parents 

identified their children as Hispanic (3%), 124 children were identified as Non-Hispanic (96%), 
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and one child’s parent did not report the child’s ethnicity. The sample contained more male (N = 

90, 70%) than female participants (N = 39, 30%).  

For both longitudinal studies one parent for each child was selected to participate 

according to who could commit to participate in all of the study sessions. Parents who were 

selected to participate (N = 129) included 11 fathers and 118 mothers. Parents’ mean age = 36.03 

years, SD = 5.37 years, range from 21 to 45 years; 4 of the parents did not report their age, thus 

the mean age was calculated from the remaining 125 parents. This sample included 37 parents of 

African American background (29%), 74 parents of Caucasian background (57%), 9 parents of 

Asian background (7%) and the remaining 9 parents did not report their race. Additionally, 118 

parents identified as Non-Hispanic (92%), 3 parents identified as Hispanic (2%), and 8 parents 

did not report their ethnicity. Parents’ education levels varied, 1 parent did not attend high school 

(0.8%), 9 parents graduated from high school but did not attend college (7%), 18 parents 

completed at least some college (14%), 59 parents had bachelor’s degrees (46%), 39 parents had 

graduate or professional degrees (30%) and 3 parents did not report their education background.  

2.2 Procedures 

A trained clinician administered a developmental assessment battery to each parent-child 

pair that included parent report and direct observation measures of general developmental level, 

adaptive behavior, communication, and visual-spatial and motor skills. All evaluations took 

place in the Toddler Language Intervention Project Lab at Georgia State University in a room 

with a child sized table and chair. During testing, one clinician was present in the room 

throughout each session. For children who would separate without distress, their parent was not 

present in the room during testing but was able to observe via a one-way viewing window from 

an adjacent room. For children who would not separate, their parent remained in the room during 
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testing. Each testing session lasted approximately one hour and assessment batteries were 

completed over an average of five to six sessions. Testing was stopped if a child was not 

engaged, e.g. was crying or screaming during testing. Children were also given breaks 

throughout testing. All assessment sessions were videotaped.  

2.3 Measures 

Not all measures that were administered will be examined for the purposes of this study. 

The measures that will be utilized include the Mullen Scales of Early Learning (Mullen; Mullen, 

1995), the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales (Vineland-ABS; Sparrow, Balla, Cicchetti, & 

Doll, 1984) and the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales, Second Edition (Vineland-II; Sparrow, 

Cicchetti, & Balla, 2005), the MacArthur-Bates Communicative Development Inventory (MCDI; 

Fenson, 2007) and the Sequenced Inventory of Communication Development (SICD; Hendrick, 

Prather, & Tobin, 1984).  All of these measures have demonstrated adequate reliability and 

validity.  

2.3.1 Mullen Scales of Early Learning 

The Mullen is a clinician-administered developmental measure that assesses abilities across 

five domains: Gross Motor, Fine Motor, Visual Reception, Expressive Language and Receptive 

Language. Items assessing each of these domains are rated as either 0 or 1 depending on whether 

the child is able to complete the required tasks, such as naming objects pictured in a book, 

stacking blocks or matching pairs of objects. Raw scores from each domain are used to calculate 

T-scores (M = 50, SD = 10) and age equivalent scores in months. The Mullen also produces an 

overall cognitive measure, the Early Learning Composite (ELC) that theoretically equates to a 

measure of “g,” underlying performance across all domains. Mullen (1995) reported median 

Cronbach’s alpha coefficients for Mullen subtests between .75 and .85, test-retest correlation 
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coefficients between .76 and .83, interscorer correlation coefficients between .91 and .99 and 

strong construct and concurrent validity.  

While the original norming sample for the Mullen did not include children with 

developmental disabilities, a recent psychometric investigation by Swineford et al. (2015) 

revealed that the Mullen demonstrated strong construct validity in a sample of children with 

ASD and non-spectrum developmental delays. More specifically, a confirmatory factor analysis 

revealed that each of the Mullen subscales mapped onto a latent "g" factor of general cognitive 

level, approximated by the ELC. When the sample was divided by diagnosis, CFA loadings onto 

"g" were significantly less (but to a small degree) in children with ASD than children with 

nonspectrum delays. However, the factor loadings in the ASD group were still strong (.69-.83), 

and similar to those found in other cognitive assessments. Swineford et al. (2015) also found that 

the Mullen demonstrated strong convergent and divergent validity in the ASD and nonspectrum 

delays groups.  

2.3.2 Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales 

The Vineland is a parent interview that measures adaptive functioning across four 

domains: Communication, Daily Living Skills, Socialization and Motor Skills. The Vineland has 

two versions, one that can be completed by parents or caregivers independently, and one that is 

administered to parents or caregivers via a trained clinician. The Vineland survey form, which is 

administered by a clinician, was used in this study. All items are scored on a 3-point scale of 

behavior frequency, with 0 indicating never, 1 indicating sometimes or partially, and 2 indicating 

usually. In 2005 Sparrow, Cicchetti, and Balla developed a new version of the Vineland ABS, 

the Vineland-II. In this study parent-child dyads participated in one of two longitudinal studies; 

the first of those studies began prior to the development of the Vineland-II and therefore those 
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parents were administered the original Vineland ABS. The second study began after 2005, so 

parents who participated in that study were administered the Vineland-II. Changes to the updated 

version of the Vineland were made to improve measurement in very young children and older 

adults. The primary modifications made to the original version included additional items to 

address the following areas: ability to start and maintain conversations and spoken language 

skills in the Expressive and Receptive subdomains, independent living skills in the Daily Living 

Skills domain, and use and comprehension of nonverbal communication during social 

interactions in the Socialization domain. In the Vineland-II manual, large correlations were 

reported between domain standard scores for a sample of 24 children birth through age 2, and 29 

children 3 through 6 years. For the sample of children birth through age 2, correlations for the 

Communication, Daily Living Skills, Socialization, Motor Skills and Adaptive Behavior 

Composite domains were r = .65, .75, .85, .91 and .82, respectively. For the sample of children 

ages 3 to 6 years, correlations for the Communication, Daily Living Skills, Socialization, Motor 

Skills and Adaptive Behavior Composite domains were r = .85, .91, .94, .86 and .91, 

respectively. Mean differences between domain scores across the versions were small, except for 

the Daily Living Skills domain (Vineland ABS SS mean = 78.7, Vineland-II SS mean = 87.8). In 

general, mean domain scores from the Vineland-II were slightly higher than those from the 

Vineland ABS. All analyses in this study that incorporate Vineland domain scores 

(Communication, Daily Living Skills, Socialization, Motor Skills and Adaptive Behavior 

Composite) combine data from children whose parents completed the Vineland ABS and 

Vineland-II versions in the same analysis.  

The Vineland ABS demonstrated good reliability and validity (Sparrow et al., 1984). 

Specifically, Sparrow et al. reported split-half reliability coefficients ranging from .83 to .94 
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across all domains and slightly lower reliability coefficients for subdomains ranging from .69 to 

.84, test-retest reliability coefficients for children from birth through 4 years, 11 months ranging 

from .78 to .92, and interrrater reliability coefficients ranging from .62 (for the Socialization 

domain) to .78 for the entire normative sample. Sparrow et al. also reported strong validity 

illustrated by moderate correlations between the Vineland ABS and other adaptive behavior 

measures, with higher correlations between these measures than measures of cognitive 

functioning, such as the Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children (K-ABC; Kaufman & 

Kaufman, 1983). Factor analysis also confirmed the appropriate organization of all of the 

Vineland ABS’s subdomains within their respective domains (i.e. Communication, Daily Living 

Skills, Socialization and Motor Skills) for children ages 2 to 3 years old. Similarly, Floyd et al. 

(2015) reported Cronbach’s alpha coefficients above .80 for the Vineland-II, test-retest 

correlation coefficients greater than .90 and adequate interrater reliability and validity. 

Contrastingly, Plesa Skwerer et al. (2016) found that in a sample of children with ASD, 

Vineland-II Receptive Language subdomain scores were not correlated with other language 

measures (i.e. the PPVT-4, a parent checklist of vocabulary words and the Raven matrices). 

However, the researchers hypothesized that this finding could be attributed to the Vineland’s 

inclusion of questions that measure other aspects of language including pragmatics, i.e. it is not a 

measure of single-word vocabulary comprehension like the other language measures used in the 

study. This is an important finding to be cognoscente of when interpreting performance on this 

measure, and when comparing language performance between the Vineland ABS/II and other 

language measures.  
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2.3.3 MacArthur-Bates Communicative Development Inventory 

The MacArthur-Bates Communicative Developmental Inventory (CDI) is a parent report 

measure that is used to assess early receptive and expressive communication abilities in toddlers 

8 to 30 months of age. In this study the MacArthur-Bates CDI: Words and Gestures form, 

developed for children ages 8 to 18 months of age, was administered to parents. This form 

consists of two parts: Part I, which assesses early signs of comprehension and includes a 396-

item checklist of vocabulary words that parents indicate their child either “understands” or 

“understands and says,” and Part II, which assesses the use of symbolic communicative gestures 

and actions such as playing peek-a-boo, waving good-bye, putting on a hat and imitating adults’ 

actions. The current study will utilize the MCDI: Words and Gestures Words Understood and 

Words Produced categories as independent variables in data analyses. Fenson et al. (2007) 

reported Chronbach’s alpha coefficients of .95 and .96 for Words Understood and Words 

Produced, respectively. In regards to predictive validity, the MCDI: Words and Gestures form 

was administered to a group of parents with toddlers ages 10-16 months and then again 

approximately 6 months later. Words and Gestures at Time 1 and Time 2 demonstrated strong 

significant correlations, r ≥ .65 for all age groups except the 12 month age group where r = .38. 

The MCDI has also demonstrated strong concurrent validity with other language assessments 

(Nordahl-Hansen et al., 2014) including strong correlations with clinician-administered direct 

assessments of receptive and expressive language skills, such as the Bayley Scales version-III 

(Bayley & Reuner, 2006) in young children 12 to 18 months of age (Björn et al., 2014) and 

laboratory observations of vocabulary use (Miller et al., 1995; Thal, O’Hanlon, Clemmons, & 

Fralin, 1999).  
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2.3.4 Sequenced Inventory of Communication Development  

The Sequenced Inventory of Communication Development (SICD; Hedrick, Prather, & 

Tobin, 1984) is an assessment tool used for evaluating language and communication skills in 

young children who are typically developing and in those with developmental delays. The SICD 

includes both clinician-administered direct testing, and parent report items. The SICD is 

composed of two sections: Receptive language, which measures a child’s ability to decipher, 

recognize and comprehend speech sounds and words, and Expressive language, which assesses a 

child’s ability to produce and appropriately use verbal output to communicate. The SICD has 

demonstrated strong reliability and validity (Hedrick et al., 1984). For example Hedrick et al. 

reported that sufficient interrater reliability was achieved on a subset of the normative sample; 

the average agreement between raters for whether individual items should be rated as “pass” or 

“fail” was 96% (range = 90% to 100%). Test-retest reliability also exhibited sufficient 

agreement; the average percentage agreement between administrations, which were 

approximately one week apart, was 93% (range = 88 to 99%). Validity of the measure was also 

reported; correlation coefficients between the SICD and other measures of language (e.g. the 

PPVT) ranged from .75 to .80. These coefficients demonstrated a high enough correlation to 

support that the construct of language was being measured, yet low enough to also support that 

the SICD makes a unique contribution to the measurement of language and is not identical to the 

other language measures.  

3 RESULTS 

3.1 Descriptive statistics and patterns of outliers across measures  

All participants (N = 129) were administered a developmental battery that measured a 

broad range of abilities including motor, language and communication, and adaptive functioning 
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skills. Average performance fell at least two standard deviations below the mean across all five 

developmental domains on the Mullen Scales of Early Learning, i.e. Gross Motor, Fine Motor, 

Visual Reception, Expressive Language and Receptive Language, and between one and a half 

and two standard deviations below the mean across domains of adaptive functioning on the 

Vineland ABS/II, i.e. Communication, Daily Living Skills, Socialization and Motor Skills. 

Additional descriptive statistics are reported in Table 1. To address research question 1A, the 

data were inspected for outliers. Boxplots were created to investigate potential (z >1.96), 

probable (z >2.58) and extreme (z >3.29) outliers on all measures. A total of 49 children 

demonstrated an outlier on at least one assessment subdomain. The majority of children 

demonstrated only one outlier (N=26, 53%), with fewer demonstrating two outliers (N=16, 

33%), and only seven children (14%) demonstrated outliers across three or more test 

subdomains. Boxplots of Mullen standard scores revealed that the gross motor domain contains 

five (3.9%) potential outliers and one (0.8%) extreme outlier, the fine motor domain contains 

seven (5.4%) potential, one (0.8%) probable and one (0.8%) extreme outlier, the visual reception 

domain contains four (3.1%) potential and two (1.6%) extreme outliers, the expressive language 

domain contains four (3.1%) potential, three (2.4%) probable and two (1.6%) extreme outliers, 

and the receptive language domain contains four (3.1%) potential and four (3.1%) probable 

outliers. On a parent report measure of expressive and receptive language (MCDI), participants 

were reported to have an average of 8.6 spoken words, SD = 12.8, and to understand an average 

of 118.7 words, SD = 97.7; there was a notably large variation in the parent-reported number of 

words children are able to understand. Boxplots of MCDI raw scores revealed that the expressive 

subscale (words spoken) contains two (1.6%) potential, two (1.6%) probable and three (2.3%) 

extreme outliers, and the receptive subscale (words understood) contains four (3.1%) potential 
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and three (2.3%) probable outliers. According to a parent report and clinician-administered 

language assessment (SICD), participants had an average expressive language age equivalent of 

12.6 months, SD = 4.9 months, and an average receptive language age equivalent of 17.1 

months, SD = 6.6 months. Boxplots of SICD age equivalents revealed that the expressive 

subscale contains five (3.9%) potential outliers, and the receptive subscale contains four (3.1%) 

potential, two (1.6%) probable and one (0.8%) extreme outlier. On a parent report measure of 

adaptive functioning ability, children performed at least one to two standard deviations below the 

mean across composite domains for communication, daily living skills (DLS), socialization skills 

and motor skills. Boxplots revealed one (0.8%) potential and one (0.8%) probable outlier on the 

Communication domain, four (3.1%) potential, two (1.6%) probable and one (0.8%) extreme 

outlier on the DLS domain, six (4.7%) potential outliers on the Socialization domain, and two 

(1.6%) probable and one (0.8%) extreme outlier on the Motor Skills domain. 
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 N Min Max M SD 
Mullen      
  Gross motor1  108 19 66 29.1 11.0 
  Visual reception 129 19 73 30.3 12.4 
  Fine motor 129 19 54 24.9 8.2 
  Receptive  129 19 59 26.8 11.1 
  Expressive  129 19 39 21.3 4.0 
  ELC  129 48 97 57.6 11.2 
SICD      
  Receptive  128 4 40 17.0 6.6 
  Expressive  129 3 24 12.6 4.9 
MCDI      
  Receptive  125 2 395 118.7 97.7 
  Expressive  125 0 75 8.6 12.7 
Vineland ABS      
  Communication SS 74 55 82 67.1 6.5 
  Daily Living SS 74 48 92 69.5 8.5 
  Socialization SS 74 55 92 72.7 8.9 
  Motor skills SS 74 30 111 72.5 13.0 
  ABC 74 44 88 65.0 7.3 
Vineland II      
  Communication SS 55 6 86 67.5 12.8 
  Daily Living SS 55 29 96 74.7 12.8 
  Socialization SS 55 61 93 75.9 7.9 
  Motor skills SS 55 52 96 77.9 10.2 
  ABC 55 51 87 70.9 7.5 
Note.  ELC =Early Learning Composite (SS); ABC=Adaptive Behavior 
Composite (SS). T-scores are reported for each Mullen subscale (M=50, SD 
= 10). Age equivalents are reported for both SICD subscales. Raw scores are 
reported for MCDI Receptive = number of words understood, and MCDI 
Expressive = number of spoken words.  
120 children do not have MSEL gross motor SS’s because they were 34 
months of age or older and normative data for this subscale is not available 
for children over 33 months of age, 1 child’s MSEL did not include this 
subscale because it was administered by an outside psychologist.   
	

 

Table 3.1 Participant performance across assessments 
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3.2 Individual strengths and weaknesses across domains 

To participate in the original study, all toddlers were required to demonstrate marked 

delays in expressive language, i.e. less than 10 spoken words. However, their skills in other 

developmental domains were unrestricted at study entry, which raises the question of how these 

children performed on measures of other abilities. To address research question 1B, the standard 

error of differences (SEdiff) was calculated to evaluate significant individual patterns of strengths 

and weaknesses across developmental domains on the Mullen Receptive, Fine Motor, Gross 

Motor and Visual Reception domains in comparison to the Mullen Expressive Language domain. 

According to guidelines outlined by Coaley (2014), SEdiff  scores were calculated using the 

following equation: square root [(SEm1)2 + (SEm2)2], where SEm1 and SEm2 are the standard errors 

of measurement for score 1 (e.g., Mullen Expressive Language) and score 2 (e.g., Mullen 

Receptive Language). Differences between individual participants’ expressive language T-scores 

and T-scores on other Mullen domains that are equal to two and three SEdiff units are reported. 

Results revealed that 25 individuals demonstrated a difference between their expressive language 

and fine motor T-scores equal to two SEdiff units, with 21 demonstrating differences equal to 

three SEdiff units, 34 individuals demonstrated a difference between their expressive and 

receptive language T-scores equal to two SEdiff units, with 18 demonstrating differences equal to 

three SEdiff units, 38 individuals had two SEdiff units between their expressive language and gross 

motor scores, with 25 of those being three SEdiff units apart, and 48 individuals exhibited two 

SEdiff units between their expressive language and visual reception T-scores, with 31 being three 

SEdiff units  apart. All of these differences reflected relative weaknesses in expressive language 

compared to the other domains, except three individuals who demonstrated stronger expressive 
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language than gross motor ability (two with a difference of two SEdiff units, one with a difference 

of three SEdiff units). Notably, these individuals all had a diagnosis of Down syndrome.  

3.3 Relations between assessment measure domains and subdomains   

To address research question 2A, scatterplots and Pearson’s r correlations were conducted 

to investigate the relations between performance on developmental, language and adaptive 

functioning measures. A scatterplot of overall developmental level, measured by the Mullen 

Early Learning Composite (ELC), and overall adaptive level, measured by the Vineland ABS/II 

Adaptive Behavior Composite (ABC) revealed a roughly positive linear relation, see Figure 1. A 

simple linear regression revealed that performance on the Mullen ELC was significantly linearly 

related to performance on the Vineland ABS/II ABC, R2 = .23, t = 14.86, p < .001. However, 

visual inspection and a local regression estimation line (LOESS) of the scatterplot also revealed a 

potentially curvilinear relation between the Mullen ELC and Vineland ABS/II ABC. Therefore, a 

hierarchical multiple regression was conducted to assess the relative contribution of adding a 

quadratic regression line to the data. The regression revealed that while a significant linear 

relation is present between Mullen ELC and Vineland ABS/II ABC scores, a significant amount 

of additional variance is explained by adding a quadratic parameter to the regression equation, 

ΔR2 = .06, p = .001. It is important to take note of the large variance of performance on the 

Vineland ABS/II ABC at differing overall developmental levels, particularly for children who 

performed 3 to 4 standard deviations below the mean on the Mullen ELC (ELC SS ≤ 55). 

Children who performed at the lower end on the Mullen ELC (N = 70) demonstrated a wide 

range of parent-reported adaptive skills, i.e. Vineland ABS/II ABC standard scores ranging from 

44 to 83. There was also large scatter for those children who performed within only one standard 
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deviation of the mean on the Mullen (Mullen ELC ≥ 85; N = 7), with Vineland ABS/II ABC 

scores ranging from 60 to 88.  

Pearson’s r correlations were conducted for all domains on parent report and clinician-

administered assessment measures. Performance on developmental measures, language measures 

and adaptive functioning measures were highly and positively correlated across most domains 

between and within tests, with the greatest exception to this being performances on motor 

domains. There were two small, non-significant negative correlations between performance on 

the Vineland ABS/II Motor Skills domain and the SICD and Mullen Receptive Language 

domains. The Vineland ABS/II Motor Skills domain was also not significantly correlated with 

the MCDI Receptive Language domain, or the Expressive Language domains of the Mullen or 

the SICD.  The Mullen Gross Motor domain was not significantly related to the MCDI or Mullen 

Receptive Language domains, or to Vineland ABS/II Socialization or Communication domains, 

and Mullen Fine Motor performance was not significantly related to Vineland ABS/II 

Communication performance. Interestingly, while the Expressive Language domain of the MCDI 

was significantly correlated with all domains on the Mullen and the SICD, it was not 

significantly correlated with the any areas of adaptive functioning on the Vineland ABS/II. To 

further investigate the small relation between parent-reported language and communication 

functioning (measured by the Vineland ABS/II Communication SS), and parent-reported number 

of spoken words (measured by the MCDI expressive raw score), MCDI Expressive Language 

(EL) scores were correlated with Vineland ABS/II Receptive Language (RL) and Expressive 

Language (EL) raw scores. Because different versions of the Vineland were used across the two 

studies included in the current analyses, and thus raw scores were not equally scaled across all 

participants, correlations were run separately for participants recruited from each study. This 
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  Mullen 		 SICD 
  GM VR FM RL EL RL EL 
Mullen GM 1.00 

      Mullen VR 0.27** 1.00 
     Mullen FM 0.66** 0.57** 1.00 

    Mullen RL 0.13 0.65** 0.38** 1.00 
   Mullen EL 0.27** 0.23** 0.36** 0.37** 1.00 

  SICD RL 0.11 0.61** 0.37** 0.87** 0.38** 1.00 
 SICD EL 0.31** 0.30** 0.36** 0.44** 0.68** 0.44** 1.00 

MCDI RL 0.14 0.43** 0.32** 0.62** 0.28** 0.64** 0.36** 
MCDI EL 0.21* 0.18* 0.29** 0.30** 0.55** 0.28** 0.45** 
VABS Com -0.06 0.27** 0.08 0.46** 0.22* 0.41** 0.36** 
VABS DLS 0.32** 0.29** 0.35** 0.21* 0.24** 0.20* 0.29** 
VABS Soc 0.07 0.40** 0.18* 0.40** 0.25** 0.39** 0.32** 
VABS MS 0.66** 0.18* 0.56** -0.03 0.15 -0.02 0.17 
Note. Raw scores were used for the Mullen; age equivalents were used for the SICD. GM= 
Gross Motor, VR=Visual Reception, FM=Fine Motor, RL=Receptive Language, 
EL=Expressive Language. ** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
	

analysis revealed large, significant correlations between MCDI EL and Vineland-II RL and EL, r 

= .48, p >.001, and r = .61, p >.001, respectively for participants from the second study (N=55). 

However, correlational analysis for participants in the first study (N = 74) revealed a small, 

significant relation between MCDI EL and Vineland ABS RL, r = .32, p = .007, and a small, 

non-significant correlation between MCDI EL and Vineland ABS EL, r = .22, p = .07. All 

correlation results are reported in Table 2.  

 

Table 3.2 Correlations across assessment measures 
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  MCDI Vineland ABS/II 
  RL EL Comm DLS Soc MS 
MCDI RL 1.00 

     MCDI EL 0.44** 1.00 
    VABS Com 0.32** 0.14 1.00 

   VABS DLS 0.19* 0.16 0.50** 1.00 
  VABS Soc 0.24** 0.09 0.65** 0.57** 1.00 

 VABS MS 0.03 0.13 0.23** 0.52** 0.30** 1.00 
Note. Raw scores were used for the MCDI; standard scores were used for the 
Vineland ABS/II domains. RL=Receptive Language, EL=Expressive Language, 
Comm=Communication, DLS=Daily Living Skills, Soc=Socialization, MS=Motor 
Skills. * Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). * Correlation is 
significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
	

Table 3.3 Correlations across assessment measures cont’d 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4 Relations between parent report and clinician-administered measures  

To address research question 2B, paired samples t-tests were conducted to evaluate the 

relations between children’s performances on a clinician-administered assessment (Mullen) and a 

parent report interview (Vineland ABS/II) across four developmental subdomains: gross motor, 

fine motor, receptive language and expressive language. Because these subdomains are not 

comparable across the two Vineland versions, t-tests were run separately for each study (study 1, 

N= 74; study 2, N = 55). To run t-tests using these measures, it was necessary to create 

standardized scores that could be appropriately compared across both assessments. Therefore, z-

scores were calculated for participants’ scores on each domain and measure using the following 

equation: (individual score – sample mean)/sample standard deviation. For both studies, there 

were no significant differences between parent-reported and clinician-assessed abilities, except 

for within the gross motor domain, t = -2.99, p = .004 and t = 3.72, p < .001 for study 1 and study 

2, respectively. For study 1, the average z-score for clinician-administered (Mullen) gross motor 

performance was lower than the average z-score for parent-reported (Vineland) gross motor skill. 

For study 2, the reverse was true, with average clinician-administered gross motor functioning 
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being higher than parent-reported gross motor skill. However, according to Cohen (1988, 1992), 

effect sizes were large for the correlations between parent report and clinician-evaluated gross 

motor skills in both studies. This suggests that while average z-scores were different between the 

assessment types, parent and clinician ratings were highly related across participants. Large, 

significant relations were also found on measures of fine motor, receptive language and 

expressive language domains for study 1, r = .72, .74, and .42, and study 2, r = .69, .77, and .57, 

respectively. However, the effect size for the expressive language domain was noticeably smaller 

than the effect sizes for the receptive language and motor domains. To further investigate the 

weaker relation between parent-reported and clinician-administered expressive language 

abilities, the sample was divided into two groups: 1) children whose performance fell above the 

median Mullen Expressive Language raw score and 2) children whose performance fell below 

the median raw score. For study 1, receptive language abilities (as measured by Mullen 

Receptive Language standard scores) of children in Group 1 (N = 44), M = 29.14, SD = 11.6, 

range = 19-59, were higher than children in Group 2 (N = 30), M = 25.20, SD = 13.04, range = 

19-59. Paired samples t-tests comparing parent-reported and clinician-evaluated expressive 

language abilities were conducted on these groups separately. T-tests revealed that there was a 

significant difference between parent report and clinician-administered assessment of expressive 

language in both groups; children who performed below the median, t = -2.01, p = .05, and 

children who performed above the median, t = 4.91, p < .001. For children who performed above 

the median (Group 1), clinicians reported greater expressive language than parents; for children 

who performed below the median (Group 2), parents reported greater expressive language 

abilities than clinicians. Interestingly, the relation between parent report and clinician assessment 

was non-significant and weaker for children who performed below the median, r = .24, p = .212 
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than for children who performed above the median, r = .40, p = .007. For study 2, the average 

Mullen Receptive Language (standard score) for children in Group 1 (N = 27), M = 28.14, SD = 

10.06, range = 19-54, was higher than for children in Group 2 (N = 28), M = 23.36, SD = 13.04, 

range = 19-45. Paired samples t-tests comparing parent-reported and clinician-evaluated 

expressive language abilities were conducted on these groups separately. T-tests revealed that 

there was a significant difference between parent-reported and clinician-administered assessment 

of expressive language in Group 2, t = -2.74, p = .011, but not for children in Group 1, t  = 0.89, 

p = .383. Similarly to study 1, children in study 2 who performed above the median (Group 1), 

demonstrated greater clinician-assessed than parent-reported expressive language; children who 

performed below the median (Group 2), demonstrated greater parent-reported than clinician-

administered expressive language abilities. The relation between parent report and clinician 

assessment measures was also non-significant and weaker for children who performed below the 

median, r = .18, p = .371 than for children who performed above the median, r = .34, p = .081. 

Overall, it appears that for children with lower expressive language performance on the Mullen, 

there is a weaker relation between their testing performance and parent-reported expressive 

language abilities. 
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Figure 3.1 Scatterplot of Mullen ELC and Vineland ABS/II  
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4 DISCUSSION 

This study addressed profiles of abilities in a sample of toddlers with less than 10 spoken 

words and developmental disabilities across multiple domains of functioning and types of 

assessment methods. Regarding individual performances, about one third of the sample exhibited 

outliers on at least one domain (e.g., motor skills, language, adaptive functioning). Over half 

demonstrated an outlier in a single domain exclusively, with only 14% demonstrating outliers in 

three or more domains. This finding suggests that the majority of these children were not just the 

most or least impaired overall, but had specific areas of significant strength or weakness relative 

to the average performance of other young children with limited spoken language. Further 

analysis of individual performance profiles indicated that 48% of the sample exhibited 

significant differences between expressive language ability and ability in another domain, with 

the majority demonstrating relative strengths in receptive language and fine motor skills 

compared to expressive language. Regarding group performance patterns, average performances 

across developmental domains, and across measurement types were highly related. However, 

relations between domains and measurement types varied according to degree of expressive 

language impairment, i.e. children with the lowest expressive language performances tended to 

demonstrate less correspondence between parent report and clinician-administered measures.  

4.1 Individual performance patterns  

Hypotheses for research questions 1A and 1B were supported. Inspection of the data 

revealed that performances on most developmental domains contained ≤ 5% outliers, in line with 

the original hypothesis that approximately 95% of the participants’ performances would fall 

within a normal range. A few exceptions were the fine motor, receptive language and expressive 

language domains of the Mullen, which contained 6-7% outliers. Over half (64%) of the 
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participants exhibited a significant difference between observed expressive language ability and 

performance in another domain, which supports our original hypothesis that participants would 

demonstrate relative strengths and weaknesses in their abilities across developmental domains. 

These findings underscore the presence of varying performances across different areas of 

functioning, even in a sample of toddlers with general developmental delay and similarly 

impaired spoken language. Other researchers have encouraged consideration of individual 

performance profiles in evaluating children with developmental disabilities. For example, 

Scattone et al. (2011) compared performance on the Vineland-II and Bayley-III in a sample of 

toddlers with developmental delays, and found that while mean standard scores and age-

equivalents between parent report and direct testing were highly correlated, large within-subject 

discrepancies between the measures were present. Scattone and colleagues concluded that while 

clinician-administered and parent report measures appear to correspond overall, individual 

performances across domains can be inconsistent in ways that are potentially meaningful for 

characterizing ability level and for treatment planning. In our study, three toddlers demonstrated 

stronger expressive language than gross motor skills, with one demonstrating stronger expressive 

language measuring two SEdiff units. This finding may be best understood by considering this 

child’s diagnosis of Down syndrome (DS). Some research suggests that early motor skill 

acquisition is delayed in individuals with DS (Palisano et al., 2001; Pereira, Basso, Lindquist, 

Silva, & Tudella, 2013). Regarding language, many individuals with DS have language 

difficulties that persist into adulthood, (Chapman & Hesketh, 2000; Fowler, 1990; Laws & Hall, 

2014), and they tend to demonstrate stronger receptive than expressive language skills starting in 

early toddlerhood (Fidler et al., 2007; Miller & Miller, 1999). However, early language 

milestones, e.g. first single word acquisition, tends to be achieved at similar rates compared to 
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mental-age matched peers without DS (Chapman, 1997; Fowler, 1990). The participants of 

interest in this study had significantly weaker gross motor functioning than expressive language, 

and although expressive language was still delayed, it was on par with their nonverbal mental 

ages. This pattern is in line with previous research on toddlers with DS, who exhibit early 

expressive language that is typical for overall cognitive level, with specific language weaknesses 

becoming more apparent later in development. Still, these children represent a unique profile that 

was different from other toddlers in the study who also had a diagnosis of DS (N = 26). It is 

important for researchers and clinicians to consider unique profiles of strengths and weaknesses 

when evaluating and treating young children with developmental disabilities, even those with a 

shared genetic syndrome. This point has been highlighted by other researchers who emphasize 

that developmental profiles are “a quality of an individual, not a group of individuals (p. 124),” 

and have outlined methodological and conceptual issues with drawing conclusions about 

syndrome characteristics according to average group performance, and not individual abilities 

(Mervis & Robinson, 1999; Mervis, Robinson, Levy, & Schaeffer, 2003).  

4.2  Group performance patterns  

Hypotheses for research question 2A were supported. Initial whole group analysis of 

relations between overall developmental level and adaptive functioning suggested that 

performances in these domains are moderately related in a generally linear fashion. This is in line 

with previous research findings demonstrating moderate and significant correlations between 

performance on developmental, or cognitive, and adaptive functioning measures in children with 

developmental disabilities, e.g. ASD and ASD with “minimal” spoken language (Frost, Hong, & 

Lord, 2017; Ray-Subramanian, Huai, & Ellis Weismer, 2011). However, further investigation in 

this study indicated that the relation between these domains was better described by a curvilinear 
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trend, revealing a more complex relation. At the lower end of overall developmental level (as 

measured by the Mullen ELC), there was a great deal of variability in parent-reported overall 

level of adaptive functioning. These findings could reflect true differences in adaptive 

functioning skills among children at similar developmental levels. However, differences this 

large in adaptive functioning wouldn’t be expected for toddlers performing within a few standard 

scores of one another on a developmental measure. Previous research suggests a strong relation 

between level of neurodevelopmental impairment and aspects of functioning measured by the 

Vineland ABS such as language, socialization and behavioral difficulties (Ross & Weinberg, 

2006). One study by Fidler, Hepburn, and Rogers (2006) demonstrated significant, large 

correlations between performance on the Mullen and Vineland ABS in a sample of toddlers with 

developmental delays. Thus, there may be alternative interpretations for the current findings. It is 

possible that the nonlinearity of the relation between overall developmental level and adaptive 

functioning was influenced by measurement challenges associated with evaluating toddlers with 

developmental disabilities. Parent report of adaptive functioning may be especially difficult to 

ascertain in a population of children with significant disabilities whose independent adaptive 

skills are limited. For example, parents may work more to meet their children’s needs in order to 

accomplish daily tasks, and thus have more difficulty, or less opportunities to assess independent 

versus assisted abilities. Prior research supports some inaccuracies of parent report, e.g. a 

tendency for parents to over-report comprehension skills in children with developmental 

disabilities (Charman, 2004; Scattone et al., 2011). Conversely, clinician-administered 

assessments are scored according to information collected during relatively short periods of time 

in an unfamiliar testing environment with unfamiliar adults; this setting may be especially 

challenging for young children with developmental disabilities (Baker et al., 2002; Hauser-Cram 
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& Woodman, 2016). These aspects of direct testing may have contributed to underestimation of 

abilities for some of the children whose parents reported higher adaptive functioning at home and 

in more naturalistic contexts.   

Regarding relations between specific developmental domains, findings from this study 

indicated strong, positive relations between most domains measured on cognitive, language and 

adaptive functioning assessments. One deviation to this pattern was the presence of small and 

non-significant correlations between parent-reported and clinician-administered motor and 

language skills. It is commonly accepted that early motor skills play an influential role in the 

development of language (Iverson, 2010). Several large scale review studies have also confirmed 

that motor difficulties often co-occur in children with language impairments (E L Hill, 2001; 

Rechetnikov & Maitra, 2009). However, as Hill (2010) pointed out, the relation between motor 

and language development is complex, and much remains to be understood about how these 

domains interact in children with developmental disabilities. The sample of toddlers in this study 

did not exhibit a clear relation between their motor and language abilities. Thus, the current 

findings support Hill’s claim that the relation between these domains is not entirely 

straightforward, and may not be linear across all children with developmental disabilities.  

Hypotheses for research question 2B were partially supported. Our findings demonstrated 

a strong overall correspondence between parent report and direct assessment measures. This is in 

line with previous research that has found agreement among parent-reported and clinician-

administered measures in children with developmental disabilities, particularly with regard to 

measures of expressive and receptive language (Björn et al., 2014; Dale, 1991; Scattone et al., 

2011; Weismer et al., 2010). We hypothesized that relations between parent-reported and 

clinician-administered abilities would be strongest for expressive language and gross motor 
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domains, and weaker for receptive language. In line with our hypothesis, relations between 

measurement types for gross motor skills were the strongest, with fine motor ability following 

close behind. Although gross motor skills were highly correlated across measurement types in 

both studies, average parent-reported gross motor ability was significantly higher than clinician-

assessed gross motor performance in study 1, and significantly lower than clinician evaluation of 

gross motor skills in study 2. Differences between study 1 and 2 may be related to the use of the 

Vineland ABS in study 1 versus the Vineland-II in study 2. The Vineland-II includes twice as 

many gross motor items as the Vineland ABS and is administered as a separate set of questions 

from the fine motor scale (these scales were administered simultaneously for the Vineland ABS). 

It is possible that these aspects differentially affected average parent report relative to average 

clinician administered gross motor skills. For example, the use of fewer items on the Vineland 

ABS may have reduced opportunities for parents in study 1 to describe their children’s specific, 

independent gross motor skills and consequently propagated some over-reporting. Significant 

difference between measurement types in both studies may reflect differing reference points for 

parents and clinicians when evaluating gross motor skills. For example, when responding to 

interview questions, parents might compare their toddlers’ gross motor skills to that of a higher 

functioning older sibling, and consequently under-report some abilities. Or, for parents with 

limited exposure to other children without developmental disabilities, they may over-report the 

typicality of their child’s abilities. It is also possible that the clinicians administering the Mullen 

in this study, who are experienced in working with young toddlers with developmental 

disabilities, were able to use behavioral strategies and techniques to aid children in engaging in 

non-preferred gross motor tasks that they may be more resistant to demonstrating at home. 

Alternatively, this subscale was often performed towards the end of the developmental 
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evaluation, and therefore factors such as fatigue and increased noncompliance could have 

contributed to under-performance on the gross motor domain. These are all important factors to 

consider when using individual performance on either parent report or clinician-administered 

measures to make diagnostic, service eligibility or treatment planning decisions.   

In contrast to our original prediction, the relation between measurement types was weaker for 

expressive language than receptive language. To further investigate the relation between 

measurement types for expressive language, the sample was divided into two groups according 

to clinician-evaluated expressive language ability. This analysis revealed that parent report for 

the group of children with the lowest expressive language performance was significantly 

different from, and tended to be higher than clinicians’ ratings. One possible explanation for this 

finding is that due to the already limited spoken language of this subgroup, the restricted time 

frame of formal standardized testing was insufficient to capture the participants’ true expressive 

language abilities. Alternatively, it is possible that parents of children with little spoken language 

have more difficulty describing their children’s expressive language level because examples of 

these skills occur at less frequent intervals than for children with more spoken language, making 

it more challenging to accurately report. A significant difference between parent-reported and 

clinician-administered expressive language was also demonstrated in the group of children with 

greater expressive language (for study 1 only), with average parent report being lower than 

clinician assessment in both studies. However, in study 1 the group of children with greater 

expressive language demonstrated a moderate-to-large, significant correlation between parent 

and clinician-administered measures, unlike the group of children with lower expressive 

language, where measurement types exhibited a non-significant, small-to-moderate relation. In 

study 2, parent-reported and clinician-administered measures exhibited non-significant 
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correlations for both groups, but for the group of children with greater expressive language, the 

correlation was larger. Taken together, these findings underscore the importance of conducting 

multi-method, multi-informant assessments of language; especially for children with very limited 

or no spoken words, as information from only one source may under- or over-estimate a child’s 

abilities and misinform treatment planning. 

4.3  Limitations 

There are several important limitations of this study that must be acknowledged. First, a 

comparison group, typically developing or with other developmental disabilities, was not 

included. Comparison groups may have been useful for drawing conclusions about the 

specificity of the developmental characteristics observed in the current sample of toddlers, and 

for quantifying the level of impairment in comparison to typically developing toddlers. However, 

designing appropriate comparison groups for individuals with developmental disabilities is 

challenging, especially for toddlers whose abilities are rapidly changing and in nonlinear ways 

during the first months of development (Mervis & Robinson, 1999; Mervis et al., 2003).  

Second, because this study includes data from two time-separate projects, there were some 

differences versions of assessment measures used across projects, e.g. the Vineland ABS was 

used in the first study and the Vineland-II was used in the second. This resulted in some 

challenges for combining information across studies. One analysis revealed that performances on 

the MCDI and Vineland-II (N = 55) expressive language domains were significantly correlated, 

but performances on the MCDI and Vineland ABS (N = 74) expressive language domains were 

not significantly related. This finding may reflect true differences in the samples of toddlers from 

the separate projects, or it may have been influenced by psychometric differences between the 

Vineland versions (see methods section for a description of differences between versions). It is 
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important to take this limitation into consideration when interpreting findings from performances 

on the Vineland.  

Third, other psychometric limitations of the assessments used in this study should be 

acknowledged; specifically, the psychometric challenges of using these assessments with 

toddlers with developmental disabilities. Gleason and Coster (2012) found that while the 

Vineland-II demonstrates overall good correspondence with activity and participation codes from 

the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health for Children and Youth 

(IFC-CY) guidelines, many concepts measured by Vineland-II items overlap across domains, 

and many items measure multiple concepts. Therefore, they concluded that caution should be 

used when interpreting Vineland-II profile scores in children with specific communication, 

sensory and/or motor deficits that may impact scores across multiple domains directly and 

indirectly. The Mullen has also been critiqued for its use with very young toddlers and toddlers 

with disabilities. According to Bradley-Johnson (2001), some of these criticisms include low 

test-retest reliability coefficients (< .80) for children 25-56 months of age, and steep scoring 

gradients on items for children birth through 20 months, i.e. a one-point change in raw scores 

equates to a four to ten point change in T-scores. This point is problematic when attempting to 

evaluate and discriminate abilities among very young children, or children with severe 

disabilities whose performance falls at or below the 20 month age range, which was 

characteristic of many of the children who participated in this study.  

4.4  Clinical implications and future research directions 

Findings from this study make several meaningful contributions to the field. First, overall, 

many of the toddlers who participated in this study demonstrated consistent levels of 

performance across developmental domains, and group mean performances within and between 
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tests were highly related. However, a substantial number of toddlers exhibited distinct strengths 

and weaknesses in their performance across domains. This finding supports previous literature 

that has found profiles of strengths and weaknesses in children with developmental disabilities, 

such as autism, and extends those findings to a group of children with severe spoken language 

delays. These profiles of abilities may influence children’s individual responses to intervention. 

Practitioners should also be sensitive to the unique and individual needs of young children who 

may appear similar on the basis of their spoken language output, but may have very different 

needs according to their cognitive, language and adaptive functioning abilities.  

Second, this study makes a meaningful contribution to considerations about the number 

and types of assessments needed to accurately evaluate toddlers with developmental disabilities. 

Our findings suggest that for children with the lowest expressive language ability, parent-

reported and clinician-assessed outcomes across cognitive, language and adaptive functioning 

domains are not as strongly related as for children with more expressive language. This suggests 

that single-reporter assessment should be interpreted cautiously for children with very severe 

expressive language impairments, and clinicians should strive to utilize multi-method and multi-

informant assessments to obtain the most accurate picture of these children. However, for 

children with global developmental delays who have greater expressive language skills, 

measures across reporters are more consistent, and therefore clinicians can feel more confident in 

drawing conclusions from single-informant data for these children.  

Future studies should directly examine diagnostic validity in single versus multi-rater 

assessments in toddlers with severe language challenges, and investigate how it might relate to 

intervention decisions and efficacy. Future studies should also investigate how individual 

differences across developmental abilities relate to response to different forms of cognitive, 
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language and adaptive functioning interventions, and whether or not early performance patterns 

in toddlers with developmental disabilities remain consistent or change over time.  

In conclusion, this study revealed meaningful differences in a group of children with 

limited spoken language and developmental disabilities in 1) individual patterns of strengths and 

weaknesses, and 2) between types of assessment measures, underscoring previously documented 

psychometric and conceptual weakness of each measurement type, especially when utilized in 

isolation.  
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